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Magnetic contrast for the operation of a photoelectron emission microscope~PEEM! with
synchrotron radiation is provided by magnetic dichroisms. Besides the most frequently employed
magnetic dichroism, magnetic circular dichroism in x-ray absorption spectroscopy, energy filtering
of photoemitted electrons allows one to also use magnetic dichroisms in photoelectron emission as
complementary contrast mechanisms. We demonstrate that it is possible to obtain magnetic contrast
in photoemission using PEEM equipped with a simple retarding field electron energy analyzer.
Magnetic domain images of an ultrathin film of 10 atomic monolayers of Fe on W~001!, obtained
by three different contrast mechanisms~circular magnetic dichroism in x-ray absorption, circular
magnetic dichroism in Fe valence band photoemission, and linear magnetic dichroism in Fe 3p
photoemission! are presented and compared. ©2002 American Vacuum Society.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Imaging of magnetic domains has contributed greatly
our knowledge of micromagnetic phenomena.1 Operation of
a photoelectron emission microscope~PEEM! with synchro-
tron radiation offers unique possibilities for magnetic dom
imaging.2 The most frequently employed magnetic contr
mechanism for this technique is the x-ray magnetic circu
dichroism ~XMCD! which is observed in the absorption o
soft x rays.3,4 Due to excitation of spin-polarized electron
transitions from elemental core levels into the unoccup
spin–split valence states by circularly polarized x rays,
x-ray absorption and hence the total number of electr
emitted depends on the relative orientation of magnetiza
direction and the helicity of the x rays. This information
contained in the intensity of the total photoelectron yield,
that no energy filtering of the photoelectrons is necessar
observe the magnetic contrast. Further features of
method are the moderate surface or interface sensitivity,
possibility to use arbitrarily thick substrates including sing
crystals, and the element specificity of the observed magn
information. The last especially is an invaluable advanta
considering the complex magnetic multilayered systems
nanostructures which exhibit interesting phenomena suc
giant magnetoresistance, spin-polarized tunneling, sp
torque transfer, or spin injection. PEEM in connection w
XMCD has already been used successfully in a numbe
studies, for example, for layer-resolved imaging of nonc
linear canted spin structures in Co/Cu/Ni trilayers.5

If energy filtering of photoemitted electrons is possib
magnetic dichroisms which occur in photoelectron spectr
copy may be employed as magnetic contrast mechanis
Such dichroisms occur for various experimental geomet
that involve circularly,6–10 linearly,10–19 or even unpolarized
light,20–27and they can be observed in valence band6,7,17–20,28

or core level photoemission spectra.8–16,21–27 For highly

a!Electronic mail: kuch@mpi-halle.de
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symmetric geometries, circular dichroism in photoemiss
can be described in terms of relativistic selection rules
transitions between exchange and spin–orbit split states6,29

In most other cases magnetic dichroism in photoemiss
arises from interference between transition matrix eleme
for different polarization components.29–32

In contrast to magnetic circular dichroism in absorptio
which ~for fixed helicity! depends only on the relative orien
tation between the incidence of light and the magnetizat
direction, magnetic dichroism in photoemission depends
the relative orientation of three vectors. These are the di
tion of the incident x-ray beam, the magnetization directio
and the direction of the emitted electron. It is therefore a
termed magnetic circular~MC! or magnetic linear~ML ! di-
chroism~MCDAD or MLDAD ! in the angular distribution of
photoelectrons. Including the electron emission direction
induce a chirality in a geometry in which no dichrois
would be observed in absorption; in such a geometry
magnetic dichroism would be averaged out in an ang
integrating photoemission experiment.16,30 Angular resolu-
tion in photoelectron detection is thus necessary to obse
this kind of dichroism.

To our knowledge, up to now magnetic dichroism in ph
toemission had been used in only two experiments as
contrast mechanism for imaging of magnetic domains. I
modified hemispherical electron energy analyzer with im
ing capabilities circular magnetic dichroism in Fe 3p core
level photoemission33 and unpolarized magnetic dichroism
Fe 2p3/2 core level photoemission34 had been used to obtai
a magnetic domain image. Images in which linear magn
dichroism in photoemission was the contrast mechan
have also been obtained from antiferromagnetic NiO usin
scanning photoelectron microscope.35 Here a focused x-ray
beam was scanned across the sample, while Ni 3p photo-
electrons were detected by a standard hemispherical elec
energy analyzer. In both approaches the space between
sample and entrance lens of the spectrometer is essen
25432Õ20„6…Õ2543Õ7Õ$19.00 ©2002 American Vacuum Society
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field free, and the bore of the electron optics defines
maximum acceptance angle. It was believed that with
immersion lens microscope like a PEEM, where a high el
tric field between the sample and the front of the first lens
the microscope accelerates the electrons, it would not be
sible to employ these dichroisms as a magnetic cont
mechanism for imaging, since a large angular range of
starting angles at the sample is accelerated into the mi
scope. This is indeed true for the low-energy secondary e
trons that mainly create the image in an unfiltered absorp
experiment. For higher kinetic energies of emitted electro
however, the contrast aperture that is positioned in the ba
focal plane of the objective lens effectively limits the ran
of angles accepted. The maximum apparent starting angla8
‘‘seen’’ by the instrument and the ‘‘true’’ starting anglea0 of
the electrons at the sample surface are related by the sq
root of the ratio of the energies as

sina0

sina8
5AeU

E0
11, ~1!

whereE0 is the true starting energy of the electrons, andUex

is the accelerating voltage between sample and PEEM.36 a8
depends approximately linearly on the size of the aper
and on the geometry of the microscope. A typical value
a853 mrad. Using this value andUex515 kV, the accepted
starting angle at the sample is631° for E050.5 eV, but only
63° for E0550 eV. Thus, it may be possible, working in th
range of kinetic energies, to use this angular resolution to
contrast from dichroisms in the angular distribution of ph
toelectrons.

In this article we report magnetic domain imaging usi
MCDAD and MLDAD as magnetic contrast mechanism
This is to our knowledge the first observation of magne
domains using dichroism in photoemission with an imm
sion lens microscope. We are able to obtain magnetic c
trast in the Fe valence band (Fe 3d) and in Fe 3p photo-
emission with a commercial PEEM equipped with a sim
retarding grid high pass electron energy filter. Magnetic
main images of an ultrathin Fe film on a W~001! single crys-
tal substrate obtained by ‘‘conventional’’ magnetic imagi
using XMCD in absorption are compared to images obtai
at the same positions by energy filtering photoemitted Fed
valence electrons and Fe 3p core electrons. These addition
magnetic contrast mechanisms provide complementary in
mation with respect to XMCD imaging: MLDAD using
p-polarized excitation is sensitive to the transverse com
nent of the magnetization vector, perpendicular to the li
incidence azimuth, whereas XMCD only provides inform
tion about the longitudinal component, along the light in
dence azimuth. Dichroism in valence band photoemissio
sensitive to specific details of the electronic structure. In
dition, varying the direction of linear polarization, sensitivi
on the magnetizationaxis, not its direction, can be obtained
which may complement magnetic linear dichroism
absorption.37
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 20, No. 6, Nov ÕDec 2002
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II. EXPERIMENT

The setup of our commercially available PEEM38 is sche-
matically depicted in Fig. 1. It is an all-electrostatic straig
optical axis microscope with an integrated sample stage
a variable contrast aperture. The three element objective
creates an image of the sample in the plane of the field
erture, which can be used to suppress stray electrons o
limit the field of view. An electrostatic octupole stigmato
deflector allows correction of astigmatism and alignment
the optical axis in any rotational direction.

For the measurements presented here the instrument
operated at an objective lens extraction voltage of 3.36 k
and a contrast aperture of 150mm diameter in the backfoca
plane of the objective lens. This resulted ina855.3 mrad
and a spatial resolution of about 1mm. Voltages of the two
projective lenses were chosen to give a field of view of 1
mm. The relatively big aperture size and low extraction vo
age were chosen in order to increase the image intensit
the expense of lateral resolution. Note that approximately

FIG. 1. Schematic of the setup of the PEEM. The sample is excited
circularly or linearly polarized x rays, incident 30° to the sample surfa
The electrons emitted are accelerated towards the tetrode objective len
consists of three elements~the extractor, focus, and column!. Electron tra-
jectories for electrons emitted from the sample by the maximum true star
angle a0 are also shown. The corresponding maximum apparent star
anglea8 is limited by the contrast aperture, located in the backfocal plane
the objective lens. An intermediate image is created in the plane of the
aperture, and further projected onto a fluorescent screen by a set of ele
static lenses: the transfer lens~not used in the present work!, a five-element
and a three-element projective lens, and two lenses of the imaging en
filter. The voltages used in the present study are indicated. High pass en
filtering of the electrons at energyE is performed by the retarding grid of the
imaging energy filter.
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same angular electron acceptance would have been ach
if we had used a smaller aperture of the instrument~70 mm
diameter! and maximum acceleration voltage of 15 kV@cf.
Eq. ~1!#.

For energy analysis of the electrons, the instrument w
equipped with an imaging energy filter39 that consisted of
two additional lenses and two grids, shown in Fig. 1, wh
are operated as a retarding field analyzer.40 The voltages of
the lenses are set to achieve normal incidence of the e
trons on the grids, as schematically shown by the elec
trajectories in Fig. 1. The retarding grid was kept at a c
stant potential of150 V with respect to ground for the mea
surements presented here. For the energy scans the sa
potential was scanned atE150 V to obtain high pass image
at energyE. Electrons emitted at that energy passed
PEEM electron optics at a column energy of 1390 eV, a
were decelerated to 200 eV at projective lens 2 before en
ing the drift tube. In the imaging energy filter further dece
eration by the retarding lens to 44 eV is achieved before
electrons pass the retarding grid at zero kinetic energy. W
these settings an energy resolution of 0.6 eV was achie
as is evident from the width of the cutoff in threshold ph
toemission spectra using a Hg discharge lamp. After inte
fication by a double multichannel plate, electron intens
images were recorded from a fluorescent screen by a ch
coupled device camera41 outside the vacuum. Binning o
camera pixels corresponding to 7753775 nm2 was used for
the images presented here.

Our sample was an ultrathin Fe film on W~001!,42 grown
by electron beam assisted thermal evaporation from high
rity material at room temperature in ultrahigh vacuum~base
pressure 131028 Pa!. The measurements presented h
were obtained from Fe films of 10 atomic monolayer~ML !
thickness. Synchrotron radiation from the helical undula
beamline UE56-2 PGM2 at BESSY II in Berlin was use
which was incident to the sample at an angle of 30° from
sample surface, as shown in Fig. 1, and 15° from the@010#
azimuth. Linear or circular polarization could be selected
shifting the magnet structures of the undulator.43

III. RESULTS

Figure 2 shows a valence band photoemission spect
for circularly s1-polarized light with photon energyhn
5122 eV. The spectrum shown was calculated as the der
tive of an energy series of high pass image intensities. W
scanning the sample voltage, images were acquired with
exposure time at each energy point. The photoemission s
trum displayed was obtained by averaging the electron in
sity of these images over the whole field of view, and cal
lating the differences in intensity between adjacent ene
steps. A broad maximum can be recognized between
Fermi edge and about 3 eV binding energy. It represe
transitions from Fe valence states on theD axis withD5 and
D1 symmetry into unoccupied states ofD1 symmetry.

In Fig. 3~a! we first show a magnetic domain image, o
tained in the conventional way using XMCD in absorptio
For this measurement the filter energy of the retarding fi
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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analyzer was set to zero and the photon energy to the m
mum of the FeL3 absorption~707 eV!. Here the image is
mainly created by low energy secondary electrons, which
a measure of the local x-ray absorption. Figure 3~a! displays
on a grayscale the intensity asymmetry of images acqu
for opposite helicity of the circular polarization, defined
@ I s22I s1#/@ I s21I s1#. Different shades of gray correspon
to different projections of the local magnetization directi
onto the direction of the incoming light, which was from
bottom to top in Fig. 3. The exposure time was 3 min f
each helicity, and the grayscale of the image was adjuste
span 25% asymmetry. Domains of two different graysc
contrasts are observed. Quantitative analysis of the dich
asymmetry in images for different sample azimuth ang
reveals that in these domains the magnetization is along

FIG. 2. Fe valence band photoemission spectrum of 10 ML Fe/W~001! for
circularly s1-polarized excitation of 122 eV photon energy, acquired
high pass filtering in the PEEM by an imaging retarding field analyzer. T
arrow marks the energy to which the analyzer was set for acquisition of
domain image in Fig. 3~b!.

FIG. 3. ~a! Magnetic domain image obtained by magnetic circular dichroi
in absorption at the FeL3 absorption maximum~707 eV!. No energy filter-
ing of the electrons is performed here; high intensity low-energy second
electrons carry information about the local absorption. White and bl
contrast corresponds to opposite magnetization directions along6@010# di-
rections, indicated by arrows.~b! Photoemission intensity asymmetry imag
between images obtained with opposite helicity of circular polarization fr
photoelectrons of 117 eV kinetic energy or higher~cf. the arrow in Fig. 2!,
excited with 122 eV photon energy. The magnetic domain contrast in
image is due to the circular magnetic dichroism in valence band photoe
sion.
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6@010# crystallographic directions of the W~001! substrate,
as indicated by the arrows.

We now turn to MCDAD as the magnetic contrast mech
nism. To do so, the photon energy is lowered to 122 eV,
same value for which the spectrum in Fig. 2 was record
and the high pass energy of the retarding field analyzer is
to 117 eV. The electrons that create the image are thus
photoelectrons from the high energy shoulder of the vale
band peak, as indicated in Fig. 2 by an arrow. Figure 3~b!
shows the intensity asymmetry upon helicity reversal un
these conditions. Here the grayscale of the image spans 4
asymmetry and the acquisition time was 11 min for ea
helicity. The same domain pattern as that in Fig. 3~a! is
clearly recognized, however with reverse contrast. Minor d
ferences in small domain details in Fig. 3~b!, which was
acquired about 2.5 h after acquisition of Fig. 3~a! and about
7 h after film preparation, are due to coarsening of the
mains, which obviously was still a slow ongoing process
room temperature. One such detail is the disappearanc
two small islanded white domains that are visible in F
3~a!.

In the present geometry, in which circularly polarize
light is incident in the plane defined by the magnetizat
and the sample normal, MCDAD in valence band photoem
sion is caused by interference between matrix element
the electric field vector parallel and perpendicular to
surface.28,29 In Fe~001!, the former component of light polar
ization excites only transitions from states withD5 symme-
try, the latter only transitions from states withD1 symmetry.
Dichroism is thus observed only in regions in whichD1 and
D5 bands are sufficiently hybridized. Along the@001# direc-
tion in bulk Fe, such hybridization occurs where thed-like
D5 minority band and ansp-like D1 majority band cross jus
below the Fermi edge at about 30%GH.44 We conclude that
photoemission from this region ink space is responsible fo
the observed dichroism, and that the symmetry propertie
these bands give rise to the reverse contrast with respe
the XMCD image in Fig. 3~a!.

A photoemission spectrum of the Fe 3p region, obtained
with linearly p-polarized light of 122 eV photon energy,
presented in Fig. 4. Again PEEM and a retarding field a
lyzer have been used as the photoelectron detector, like w
was described above in connection with Fig. 2. The Fep
photoemission peak can be recognized at an electron en
of 64 eV.

MLDAD in Fe 3p photoemission withp-polarized exci-
tation shows up as a plus/minus difference in intensity
most symmetric to the center of the peak.10–15 In order to
make local MLDAD differences visible, high pass imag
were acquired at 62, 64, and 66 eV electron energy. Here
total acquisition time of each of these images was 25 m
The differences between the images represent the photoe
sion intensity in two 2 eV intervals from 62 to 64 eV, an
from 64 to 66 eV, labeled ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘b’’ in Fig. 4, respec
tively. Linear magnetic dichroism is thus expected to sh
up as intensity asymmetry between intensities ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘b

In Fig. 5~a! we first show a conventional domain image
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 20, No. 6, Nov ÕDec 2002
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the Fe film using XMCD in absorption as the magnetic co
trast mechanism. The photon energy was tuned to 707
the maximum of the FeL3 absorption line, and no energ
filtering of the photoelectrons was performed here. The gr
scale of the image was adjusted to span 25% asymmetr
magnetization pattern with three different domains is o
served, characterized by white, black, and gray contr
Quantitative analysis of the dichroic asymmetry reveals t
the magnetization in these domains is along^100& in-plane
crystallographic directions of the W~001! substrate, as indi-
cated by arrows.

Having established the magnetic domain configurati
we now turn to the image obtained by MLDAD contrast
Fe 3p photoemission. Figure 5~b! shows the photoemissio
intensity asymmetry between energy regions ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘b
defined as (I a2I b)/(I a1I b). The grayscale of the imag
again spans 25% of this asymmetry, like that for the circu
dichroic asymmetry of Fig. 5~a!. The same domain pattern a

FIG. 4. Fe 3p photoemission spectrum of 10 ML Fe/W~001! for linearly
p-polarized excitation of 122 eV photon energy, acquired by high pass
tering in the PEEM by an imaging retarding field analyzer. ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘b
mark the regions where linear magnetic dichroism in photoemission is
pected. The solid line is a guide to the eye.

FIG. 5. ~a! Magnetic domain image obtained by magnetic circular dichroi
in absorption at the FeL3 absorption maximum~707 ev!. White, black, and
gray contrast levels correspond to three different magnetization direct
along the substratê100& directions, indicated by arrows.~b! Photoemission
intensity asymmetry image between intensities obtained in energy reg
‘‘a’’ and ‘‘b’’ in Fig. 4 for p-polarized excitation of 122 eV photon energ
The magnetic domain contrast in this image is due to linear magnetic
chroism in Fe 3p core level photoemission.
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2547 Kuch et al. : Magnetic dichroisms in absorption and photoemission 2547
that in Fig. 5~a! can be recognized, however with differe
relative contrast. The black and white domains of Fig. 5~a!
now exhibit similar dark contrast, whereas the surround
area ~magnetization pointing toward the right! appears
brighter. This is a consequence of the angular dependenc
MLDAD, 11,12,16,29–32where the contrast between oppos
magnetization directions in the plane of light incidence a
polarization axis vanishes. In this geometry MLDAD is se
sitive to the transverse component of the magnetizat
leading to the observed contrast between the brighter
~transverse component pointing toward the right! and the
darker area~transverse component close to zero!. A small
difference in grayscale contrast between the domains tha
black and white in Fig. 5~a! is faintly visible also in Fig.
5~b!, but with reversed sign; this is due to the not complet
vanishing transverse component in these domains with
spect to the light incidence direction, which was 15° from t
@010# direction, as indicated by the arrow labeled ‘‘hv. ’’ A
domain with a transverse component pointing toward
left, which unfortunately could not be found in the prese
sample, would lead to even darker contrast.

IV. DISCUSSION

The possibility of exploiting magnetic dichroisms in ph
toemission opens up new sources of information on the m
netic properties of a sample. The most prominent one is
sensitivity of MLDAD on the transverse component of t
magnetization, well known from numerous photoemiss
experiments.11–28 This is even true for excitation by circu
larly polarized light,7 where the intensity asymmetry for dif
ferent kinetic energies depends on both the longitudinal
the transverse components. This is due to the fact that
circular polarization a mixture of two effects contributes
this asymmetry,28–32 one being the linear dichroism dis
played in Fig. 5~b!, since circularly polarized light can b
regarded as a coherent superposition ofs- and p-polarized
light. The other effect probes the longitudinal magnetizat
direction, and leads also to dichroism if one keeps the e
tron energy constant and reverses the helicity.

Magnetic dichroism in valence band photoemission
pends sensitively on details of the electronic band struct
which are influenced by structural modifications such
strain and lattice deformation~for a recent review abou
magnetic dichroism in valence band photoemission, see
28, and references therein!. This mechanism can therefore b
used to obtain magnetic domain images on an electroni
even structural basis.

Another point is the additional information gained by t
different depth sensitivity of XMCD and MCDAD o
MLDAD. Relevant depth information in photoemission
the elastic mean free path of the photoelectrons.45 If x-ray
absorption is measured by secondary electron yield, the
evant length is the mean free path of inelastically scatte
electrons, which is typically a factor of 2 higher than t
elastic mean free path.46 This can be helpful, for example, t
distinguish contributions by moments induced at the up
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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and lower interfaces of a nonferromagnetic spacer la
sandwiched between two ferromagnetic layers.47–49

There is no dichroism upon magnetization reversal ifs-
instead ofp-polarized x rays are used.11,12,29–32There is,
however, a dichroism that shows up for 90° rotation of t
magnetization.12 This dichroism is thus sensitive to theaxis
of the magnetization. It has been shown that forp-polarized
light also a dichroism between magnetization averaged s
tra can be observed.14 Spectra in which the magnetization
averaged over the two opposite magnetization directions
allel to light polarization are different from those averag
over the two opposite magnetization directions perpendic
to light polarization.14 Such sensitivity on the magnetizatio
axis instead of on the magnetization direction may be used
study domains in collinear antiferromagnets. An initial a
tempt to image antiferromagnetic domains in NiO films
Ag~001! using MLDAD in a scanning photoemission micro
scope was reported by Spankeet al.35 Recently Sto¨hr and
co-workers succeeded in imaging antiferromagnetic doma
in oxide samples using XMLD in absorption.50,51 This has
received considerable attention because of the renewed i
est in antiferromagnetic materials due to their use in mag
toresistive devices.52 The contrast in XMLD relies on the
shift of x-ray absorption intensity between the two crys
field-split peaks at theL2 edge in oxides.37 This effect is
proportional to the square of the magnetization vector, s
also depends on the axial orientation of antiferromagn
spins with respect to the light polarization axis. In metal
materials, however, it almost vanishes due to the vanish
crystal field splitting of the absorption peaks, leaving only
extremely small effect. Attempts to image domains in met
lic antiferromagnets like, for example, in the technologica
relevant materials IrMn and FeMn, have been unsucces
so far. The above mentioned linear dichroisms in photoem
sion, on the other hand, have been demonstrated using
tallic samples, and hence could constitute an alterna
mechanism for the imaging of antiferromagnetic domains
metallic antiferromagnets.

Although the asymmetry of XMCD and MLDAD is of the
same order@cf. Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!, respectively#, there is
clearly more noise in Fig. 5~b!. The main reason is that in
using MLDAD in photoemission only the photoelectron
within a certain energy interval, in our case the interv
labeled ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘b’’ in Fig. 4, are used for imaging. They
constitute only a very small fraction of the total photoele
tron current, which is dominated by low-energy second
electrons. In absorption images, such as those in Fig. 5~a!, in
which no energy filtering is performed, the electron intens
is more than two orders of magnitude higher. It is mainly ju
this difference in intensity that makes up for the worse s
tistics of Fig. 5~b!.

Since MLDAD requires the interference of matrix el
ments, it depends on the electronic band structure, an
prominently observed only at certain photon energies.10,15 It
is, however, not necessary to tune the photon energy exa
to an absorption edge of a certain element, so it should
also observable with laboratory excitation sources. Tun
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the photon energy to a maximum of the effect, on the ot
hand, could improve the image quality. In addition, pho
electron diffraction effects impose a strong dependence
the photon energy, but in particular also on the electron em
sion angle with respect to the surface normal for fixed an
between light incidence and electron emission.22–26 These
effects can enhance the dichroism at emission angles a
degrees off the surface normal by a factor of up to 4 co
pared to normal emission.23 Positioning the aperture off th
optical axis in a certain direction in order to detect this o
normal photoemission could therefore be used to further
hance dichroic contrast.

In the present case a simple add-on energy filter was u
on a PEEM that is normally mainly applied for magne
imaging by magnetic dichroism in absorption. This has
great advantage that by simply switching the energy filter
and off it is possible to obtain magnetic contrast from diffe
ent mechanisms, as was demonstrated. By using more
phisticated imaging energy filters with higher efficiency53–55

it will be possible to routinely use magnetic dichroism
photoemission for magnetic domain imaging. The simple
tarding field analyzer used in the present experiment ha
advantage when the photoemission intensity close to
Fermi energy is used for imaging. The cutoff at the Fer
edge then acts as the corresponding low pass filter, so
subtraction of images is required in that case.

V. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated that by energy filtering of the e
trons that are used for creating the image of the sample
photoemission microscope it is possible to obtain magn
domain images in off-resonant excitation conditions. In t
case magnetic dichroisms in photoemission are the me
nisms that provide magnetic contrast. They can complem
information obtained by x-ray magnetic circular dichroism
absorption in many ways. In the examples presented here
use of a simple add-on retarding field analyzer was suffic
to observe magnetic domain contrast from circular dichro
in Fe valence band photoemission and from linear dichro
in Fe 3p core level photoemission. Looking toward the f
ture, exploiting magnetic linear dichroism in photoemissi
may even be useful for imaging antiferromagnetic doma
in metallic systems.
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